Very recent experimental results seem to confirm the relativistic electron beams (REB) penetration in dense and hot plasmas with parameters compatible with those of possible outer layers surrounding a super dense DT core [see Fig. 1 ] Such a situation motivates our present focus on the basic mechanisms affecting REB propagation during the initial time scale a Z p -1 (Z p , target plasma frequency) when Weibel Electromagnetic Instability (WEI) behaves mostly linear. In particular, we intend to stress the N-body features of REB stopping in those specific conditions.
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Paying first attention to the WEI linear growth rate (LGR), we notice that in a standard Maxwell-Vlasov setting including REB-target collisions . [1] , this LGR is essentially controlled by two asymmetry parameters
where
and T p , denote respectively REB and target plasma isotropic temperature in keV. Moreover, it is also useful to remark that the quasi-linear theory (Dupree-Weinstock [3] ) based on mode-mode coupling can provide even more accurate parameters, in the form
with X, positive solution of (u = (rv b /J b )
and D = 511r (1 -J b -1 ) in keV. Using respectively (A,B) and A',B') into the relevant linear dispersion relations, we obtain the WEI growth rates depicted on Figs. 2, as linear and turbulent, respectively. We then emphasize moderately hot (T p = 100eV) outer DT layers and 1 MeV REB with a thermal T b = 1 keV. Maximum LGR G max occurs close to the skin depth wavelength c/Z p . G max is also shown steadily decaying with increasing N p . Also, quasi-linear ("Turbulent") LGR profiles stand beneath linear ones.
In this connection, it is useful to recall that collisional REB stopping increases nearly linearly with N p . So, a figure of merit probing the relative importance of collective WEI energy dissipation of the REB against collisional stopping is the efolding number 
